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Abstract— The paper presents a solution for formation flight
and formation reconfiguration of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). Based on a virtual leader approach, combined with
an extended local potential field, it is universal applicable by
driving the vehicle’s auto pilot. The solution is verified, using
a group of UAVs based on a simplified small-scale helicopter,
which is simulated in MATLAB TM/SimulinkTM. As necessary
for helicopters, the potential field approach is realized in
3D including obstacle and collision avoidance. The collision
avoidance strategy could be used separately for thesense and
avoid problem.

Index Terms— Unmanned systems, aerospace control, mod-
elling and simulation

I. I NTRODUCTION

The contribution of this paper is the presentation of a
virtual leader formation approach combined with an extended
version of the potential field solution presented in [1] and
[2]. The approach is applied to a formation of helicopter
UAVs presented in [3], providing obstacle and collision
avoidance. The algorithm supports flight with maximum
vehicle speed and could be adopted easily to vehicles with
different dynamics. To the authors knowledge, a potential
field approach has not previously been applied on helicopter
UAVs. However, a two dimensional approach for marine
vehicles is presented in [1] while [2] presents a solution
for tricycles. Other formation flight approaches, focusingon
fixed wing aircrafts, can be found in [4]–[6].
Beside the abilities to be built in small size, light weight
and operating autonomously, UAVs can also be replaced
at low cost. With these qualities, UAVs are interesting for
industrial and military purposes. UAVs have been used for
mapping of hot spots during forest fires [7] or agricultural
and crop (coffee, etc.) monitoring [8]. There is also a
wide field of military applications. Applications are, among
others, surveillance, reconnaissance, radio jamming, artillery
acquisition, and target simulation. Formations of UAVs can
distribute the equipment, necessary for a specific mission,
to all vehicles in the swarm and offer a huge increase of
performance and robustness compared to a single operating
vehicle.
The two main approaches for formation control are poten-
tial field and leader-follower. Combinations of those two
approaches are often used to build and move formations
because they are effective, robust and easy to handle [1],
[2].

As UAVs, helicopters are of special interest. They are able to
perform vertical take-offs and landings (VTOL) and to hover.
Helicopters can operate from ships, undeveloped, or urban
areas. Modeling and control of helicopters is challenging
because of varying flight qualities and coupling of the
dynamic equations. Nevertheless, with [9] and [10] one can
find at least two nonlinear models for full scale helicopters.
Especially small scale helicopter are interesting for UAV
demands. They have a very high thrust to weight ratio
and can perform extreme maneuvers. A complete and very
detailed mathematical model of a small scale helicopter is
presented by [11].
A classical control approach is based on a cascade controller,
controlling attitude in the inner, lateral and longitudinal
movement in the outer loop [3]. Other approaches are based
on solving the state dependent Riccati equation [12] or neural
networks [13].

II. M ODEL

The helicopter is modeled as a rigid body using a north-
east-down (NED, labeled by·n) and a body fixed reference
frame (labeled by·b). The NED position is given by

pn =
[

x y z
]T

with x pointing to true North,y pointing East, andz pointing
downwards. The vehicles attitude is described by Euler
angles

Θ =
[

φ θ ψ
]T
. (1)

with pitch angleφ, roll angleθ, and yaw angleψ. Velocities
are described in a body fixed frame with linear velocity

vb =
[

u v w
]T
. (2)

The velocityu points from aft to fore,v to starboard, andw
from top to bottom. The angular velocities

ωb =
[

p q r
]T

(3)

rotate around the axes ofvb. Finally,

ν =
[

vb ωb
]T

and (4)

η =
[

pn Θ
]T

(5)

combine the vectors of the two reference frames.
ν and η are, together with the main rotor speedΩmr and



the blade flapping anglesa1 andb1 (see Fig. 1) the statesx
of the helicopter:

x =
[

νT ηT a1 b1 Ωmr
]T
. (6)

The kinematic equation for a six degree of freedom vehicle
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Fig. 1. Body fixed frame and helicopter components

is given by [14]:

η̇ =

[

Rn
b (Θ) 03×3

03×3 TΘ(Θ)

]

ν, (7)

using the rotation matrix

R
n
b (Θ)=









cψcθ cψsθsφ − sψcφ sψsφ + cψcφsθ
sψcθ cψcφ + sφsθsψ sθsψcφ − cψsφ
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ









, (8)

and the kinematic transformation matrix

TΘ(Θ) =





1 sφtθ cφtθ
0 cφ −sφ
0 sφ/cθ cφ/cθ



 , (9)

with s· ≡ sin(·), c· ≡ cos(·), and t· ≡ tan(·). Using Euler
angles restricts the vehicle’s roll angle to−90o < θ < 90o

due to the singularities in equation (9). This could have been
avoided using quaterions, but Euler angels are used due to a
more straightforward interpretation of the results.
The blades can be rotated around their length to control the
helicopter movement. Lift is controlled by rotation of all
blades at the same time (collective) and attitude by inducing
an angle depending on the blade position (cyclic). Doing
this, the blade angle performs a sinusoidal curve during one
round affecting the attitude and leading to a course change.
The control inputs of the presented model are equal to those
a pilot uses:

u =
[

δcol δlon δlat δr δt
]T
. (10)

δcol is the collective control input for the collective pitch of
the main rotor blades given in rad.δlon and δlat are cyclic
control inputs giving the explicit pitch in longitudinal (cp.
u) and lateral (cp.v) direction.δr is the collective pitch for
the tail rotor, where no cyclic pitch is necessary. Finallyδt
is the engine control input to keep the rotor speed constant
and varies between0 and1.
SI units are used in the entire paper.

A. Rigid body dynamics

The equations of motion will be presented using the
notation of [14]:

MRBν̇ + CRB(ν)ν = τ (u). (11)

Here, MRB is the system inertia matrix,CRB(ν) the
coriolis-centripetal matrix, andτ a vector of forces and
moments caused by aerodynamics, gravity and engine.
MRB has a very simple form because of neglecting the
cross-axis moments of inertia due to the fact that the originof
the body frame is placed in the helicopter’s center of gravity
while rotational symmetry is assumed [11], [15]. Doing so,
MRB is given by:

MRB =

[

mI3×3 03×3

03×3 I0

]

. (12)

Here,I3×3 is a unity matrix,I0 the system inertia matrix and
m the helicopter’s mass.CRB can be realized in different
ways. In [14] Kirchoff’s equations were used to derive an
explicit expression. Because

MRB = MT
RB =

[

M11 03×3

03×3 M22

]

(13)

holds,CRB can be build up from the elements ofMRB :

CRB(ν) =

[

03×3 −S(M11ν1)
−S(M11ν1) −S(M22ν2)

]

(14)

using the vector cross product operatorS(·), defined as

λ × a := S(λ)a, (15)

whereλ, a ∈ R
3 andS(·) is defined as

S(λ) = −S(λ)T =





0 −λ3 λ2

λ3 0 −λ1

−λ2 λ1 0



 . (16)

B. Forces and moments

A complex model of a small scale helicopter is presented
in [11] including all parameter values. The modeled forces
and momentsτ =

[

f bo mb
o

]T
, decomposed in body

frame, are

f bo =





Xmr +Xfus

Ymr + Yfus + Ytr + Yvf
Zmr + Zfus + Zht



 + f bg , (17)

mb
o =





Lmr + Lvf + Ltr
Mmr +Mht

−Qe +Nvf +Ntr



 . (18)

The index represents the causing component which can
be found in Fig. 1. The forcef bg is caused by gravity
decomposed in the body frame:

f bg = Rn
b (Θ)T





0
0

mg



 (19)

while Qe represents the engine torque.
The main rotor dominates vertical, pitch and roll dynamic,
while the tail rotor dominates the yaw dynamic. The main



rotor forces and moments are caused by the thrustTmr. As
shown in [9], an iterative approach is necessary to calculate
it. In addition, control is complicated because of coupling
between the control inputs. Because of those issues, the full
model of the small-scale helicopter is difficult to control and
to simulate.
As our formation control approach is independent of the
underlying dynamics, if hover and vertical flight is possible,
we choose the simplified model in [3] for simulations. Using
this model, the force representation change to:

f bo =





0
0

Zmr



 + f bg , (20)

mb
o =





Lmr
Mmr

Nmr



 +





Ymrhmr + Ytrhtr

−Xmrhmr

−Ytrltr



 . (21)

hmr represents the vertical distance of the main rotor referred
to the center of gravity andltr the horizontal distance of the
tail rotor. The components in (20) and (21) are modeled in
[3] as follows:

Xmr = −Tmrδlon, (22)

Ymr = −Tmrδlat, (23)

Zmr = −Tmr, (24)

Ytr = −Ttr, (25)

Lmr = cQ,T
M δlat −

Pmaxδt
Ωmr

δlon, (26)

Mmr = cQ,T
M δlon +

Pmaxδt
Ωmr

δlat, and (27)

Nmr = −
Pmaxδt
Ωmr

, (28)

wherecQ,T
M , cQ,T

M , andPmax are constants. The thrustsTmr
andTtr are linearized in [3] to

Tmr = KTM
Ω2
mrδcol and (29)

Ttr = KTT
Ω2
mrδr, (30)

whereKTM
andKTT

are constants. The engine dynamic is
given by

Ω̇mr =
1

Irot
(Qe −Qmr) . (31)

The engine torqueQe is modeled by

Qe =
Pmax

e δt
Ωmr

(32)

with the constantPmax
e . The torqueQmr, caused by the

aerodynamic resistance of the rotor, is modeled as

Qmr =
(

c + dδ2col
)

Ω2
mr, (33)

wherec andd are constant. The values of the constants are
given in [3]. Fuselage, vertical fin and horizontal tail are not
modeled. The main rotor force in direction ofu is neglected
due to the fact that longitudinal and lateral movement of a
helicopters are dominated by the attitude. It is assumed that
Ymr + Ytr = 0 (cp. [3]).

The controller used with the model is based on a vertical
controller and a cascade controller. The cascade controller
controls the attitude in the inner loop and the longitudinaland
lateral movement in the outer loop. All necessary parameters
are included in [3].

III. F ORMATION CONTROL

The approach presented in the following generates for each
vehicle a potential field depending on swarm constellation,
formation, desired, and actual position. It is a combination
of virtual leader and potential field approach. A movement
of the virtual leader results in a deflection from the desired
position and causes the affected vehicles to correct their
positions. The field is finally used for obstacle and collision
avoidance. A specific position can be assigned to a specific
vehicle in the formation. We give an overview of the system
in Fig. 2.
The advantage of this approach, compared to other ap-
proaches, is the application in three dimensions. In addition,
a continuous field and thus a continuous trajectory for each
vehicle is guaranteed, while providing obstacle and collision
avoidance. The algorithm creates a vector which is used to
guide the single vehicles. Finally, it guarantees acceleration
to maximum vehicle speed. The potential field of each

Potential
field
generation

Trajectory
generation

Helicopter
controller

Helicopter
Ftot

i
xr u

x

Fig. 2. Vehicle block diagram

vehicle consists of four components: virtual leader (Fvl),
inter vehicle (Ftotij ), collision (Ftotca ), and obstacle avoidance
(Ftotoa ). The total field is given by:

F̃toti = Fvl + Ftotij + Ftotca + Ftotoa . (34)

A. Virtual leader

The virtual leader is the anchor of each formation and con-
trols the formation movement. Depending on the underlying
control system its trajectory can either be given as waypoints
or as continuous trajectory.
The virtual leader’s part of the local time dependent potential
field is:

Fvl = Kvl

(

pnvl − pni −
[

pnvl − pni0

])

(35)

= Kvl (di − di0) (36)

Kvl is a gain which needs to be tuned. The variables are
shown in Fig. 3. The virtual leader component guides the
vehicles directly to their desired positions relative to the
virtual leader.

B. Inter vehicle influence

The contribution of another vehicle to the potential field
is expressed by:

Fij = Kij

(

pnj − pni −
[

pnj0 − pni0

])

(37)

= Kij (dij − dij0) (38)
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Fig. 3. Vector definitions for formation flight;pn
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Similar to equations (35) and (36),pnj is the position vector
for vehiclej andpnj0 is the position vector pointing to vehicle
j’s position in the formation.Kij is the inter vehicle gain
which needs to be tuned. In a swarm ofN vehicles is the
total component for vehiclei is given by

Ftotij =
N

∑

j=1

Fij(i, j) for j 6= i. (39)

This component preserves the formation by affecting the
vehicles to keep the desired distances among themselves.
Therefore, the ratio ofKvl and Kij causes the vehicles to
follow the virtual leader (even if the formation breaks) or to
preserve their desired formation.

C. Collision and obstacle avoidance

To avoid collision between vehicles or obstacles a safety
space is defined around each vehicle. Because of simplicity,it
is defined as a sphere with positive radiusrsav. If necessary,
other shapes like ellipsoids or more complex could be chosen
for covering the shape of the vehicle in a better way. Tests
have been performed using an ellipsoid space. By adding
a small pitch angle to the ellipsoid, the vehicle should
be supported in ascending or descending while avoiding
a collision. This should be realized using the surface of
the sphere as a reflection surface. Nevertheless, using the
simplified model, the additional calculation costs do not
justify the advantage in compare to the sphere.
An additional field component is generated if something
enters the sphere, pointing away from the invading vehicle
or obstacle. To ensure collision avoidance the additional
component converges toward infinity in the center of the
sphere. The additional field component for vehiclei whose
safety sphere is invaded by vehiclej is defined by

Fijca =

{ (

Kcarsav

||dji||
− Kca

)

dji

||dji||
for ||dji||<rsav

0 otherwise
. (40)

|| · ||2 represents the vector 2-norm. The vector 2-norm|| · ||2
of a vectorx ∈ R

n is defined as

||x||2 :=
√

x2
1 + x2

2 + · · · + x2
n. (41)

In the rest of this work, if not specified, the expression
|| · || refers to the 2-norm. Furthermoredji = pni − pnj .
Assuming a destruction free flight, the distance||dji|| will
be always nonzero. With||dji|| = rsav equation (40)
becomes zero. This allows a smooth insertion of the collision
avoidance component and guarantees a continuous potential
field. Again, Kca is a gain which needs to be tuned. The
total amount of the collision avoidance term is given by:

Ftotca =
N

∑

j=1

Fijca for i 6= j. (42)

Equation (40) can be expanded on every object. Modeling
obstacles as a set of points, compared to the knots in a grid,
each point can be treated like vehicles in the swarm. Equation
(40) and (42) change to

Fikoa =

{ (

Koa

||dki||
− Koa

rsav

)

dki

||dki||
for ||dki||<rsav

0 otherwise
(43)

Ftotoa =

M
∑

k=1

Fikoa for i 6= k (44)

for obstacle avoidance. Here,dki represents one of theM
place vectors which model a detected obstacle. The distance
between the place vectors should not be larger thanrsav/2
to provide a complete obstacle recognition for the avoidance.
To increase the performance,rsav should be chosen dynam-
ically, depending on the vehicle’s velocity:

rsav = rmin
sav + Ksav||ṗ

n||, (45)

usingKsav as a gain andrmin
sav as the minimum distance for

a save avoidance. Other choices for (45) are possible.

D. Potential field

Summation of the field components gives magnitude and
direction of the potential field for vehiclei at its current
position. The field is continuous and singularity free, assum-
ing the restrictions given before. It is reasonable to definea
maximum amplitude for the force vector while keeping its
direction:

Ftoti = min
{

||F̃toti ||, Fmax
} F̃toti

||F̃toti ||
(46)

Fmax will be the upper limit of the field’s strength and
therefore a limitation for the vehicle’s speed.Fmax should
be chosen dynamically to use the maximum vehicle speed.
This can be realized by taking the vehicle’s NED velocity
||ṗn|| into account:

Fmax = Fmin + Kv||ṗ
n|| (47)

whereFmin is a minimum value forFmax andKv is a gain.
As long as the vehicle is accelerating, the distance to the
vehicle’s reference position will also increase. This keeps



the vehicle accelerating until the maximal velocity is reached.
Fig. 4 shows a computed potential field for a specific vehicle
interacting with two other vehicles.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Potential field magnitude (b) Potential field direction.
The usedrsav is indicated by black circles and the vehicles position by

the red (opponent) and green (desired) lines resp. crosses.

The reference (indexr) trajectoryxr in Fig. 2, which is
used by the controller to calculate the helicopter’s control
inputs, is based on the desired NED movement:

pni,r = pni + Ftoti . (48)

The attitude reference is calculated following [3] by using
the NED acceleration:

anr = p̈ni,r −





0
0
g



 , (49)

n =





nx
ny
nz



 =
anr

||anr ||
, (50)

θr = atan2(−sψr
ny + cψr

nx, nz) , and (51)

φr = atan2(−cθr
sφr

nx + cθr
cψr

ny,−nz) . (52)

g is the gravity constant andψr part of the formation
description. We calculate the body frame valuesνr using
equation (7).
A local minimum in the fields magnitude can be noticed
on Fig. 4. This is because of opposing virtual leader and

collision avoidance force. Due to variations in the vehicle’s
movement, the vehicles will not be caught in this minimum
because it is not a stable minimum, unlike the desired
position (cp. Fig. 4 (b)).

E. Stability

It is advisable to limit the virtual leader influence. Due
to the fact that a waypoint can be far away from the actual
position, the field component in equation (35) respectively
(36) can become large because of a largedi. This would
result in a domination of the virtual leader part in the
potential field and could constrict an effective collision or
obstacle avoidance. Stability of the single vehicles is ensured
by the underlying control system which is used to follow the
vehicle’s trajectories generated by the potential field. The
used control system is discussed in [3].

Assumption 1. It is assumed that stability of the overall
formation system is guaranteed if the generated trajectories
are feasible for the underlying control system (e.g. in causing
limited control actions).

The used controller requires a continuous trajectory which
is provided by the presented solution. Other controllers may
induce additional restrictions which need to be covered by
adjusting the algorithm. Starting assumption for the gainsare
given in the following:

Kij = Kvl/N, (53)

Kca = 10 · Kvl · r
min
sav , (54)

whereN represents the amount of vehicles in the group. Due
to the fact, that the controller in Fig. 2 normally takes the
reference velocity into account,rminsav should be chosen as
the distance, the vehicle needs to perform a stop from full
speed. Using the distancesdi0 and dij0 in (36) and (38)
improves the robustness during flight by reducing necessary
calculations or communications. The distance between vir-
tual leader and vehicles remains constant, independent of the
current swarm position. A continuous calculation and update
of the desired position of each vehicle in the formation is not
necessary while the virtual leader is moving.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows an in flight formation reconfiguration. A
group of three helicopters changes from line to triangle
formation.

Fig 6 shows the corresponding vector 2-norm of the
distance between desired and current position of the tree ve-
hicles. This distance is equal to the individual field magnitude
||Ftoti || at the vehicles position. There are three interesting
times:

1) 36s: The vehicles begin to change from line to triangle
formation. Introduced by reaching a waypoint.

2) 52s: The vehicles reach an other waypoint, where they
finish the formation reconfiguration.

3) 53s:Fmax is reached. The field magnitude continues
to increase while the vehicles keep accelerating (cp.
equation (47)).



Fig. 5. Formation reconfiguration
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An appropriate mission for groups of small scale helicopter
UAVs are power line inspections. In Fig. 7, a group of five
helicopters is heading toward a power line. No adjustments
of gains were necessary.

Fig. 7. Obstacle avoidance

As in Fig. 4 (a), the potential field has an unstable local
minimum in front of the obstacle which is passed by the
vehicles (cp. section III-D). The parameters used for the
presented simulations are printed in table I.

Parameter Description
Fmax = 80 Maximum field strength
Fmin = 3 Minimum field strength
r
min
sav = 30m Safety radius

Kvl = 1 Virtual leader gain
Kiv = 0.1 Inter vehicle gain
Kca = 240 collision avoidance gain

TABLE I

POTENTIAL FIELD PARAMETER

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a solution for collision and
obstacle free formation flight and reconfiguration of groups
of autonomous helicopters. The solution is based on potential
fields using a virtual leader and taking the vehicle’s velocities
into account. It is universal applicable using the vehicle’s
auto pilot. The formation flight solution works very well
with the presented simplified helicopter model. Future work
should concentrate on validation with complete models of
other vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAVs.
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